REKENANALYSE&ZO
A Clear and Detailed Picture of Your
Child’s Math Skills
When a student experiences challenges
with math in later years of primary school,
it is often because the student did not
master the skills taught as a foundation in
previous years. The math curriculum
taught at school is cumulative. That means
that each year, the math lessons build on
the lessons provided in the previous year.
The skills learned in Group 3 must be solid,
as these skills are used as a base upon
which additional skills are taught in Group
4. This continues through Group 8, which
lessons building upon skills taught in all of
the previous learning years. Thus, all math
skills in Group 3 are a foundation for the
math lessons taught through Group 8.
REKENANALYSES&ZO provides a detailed
picture of your child’s mastery of math
skills over the various math lessons and at
each group level.
Each math skill
component will be checked systematically
to determine exactly where the areas of
improvement are for your child. After
these specific skills are identified, your
child can then follow tutoring lessons
separately that are focused specifically on
improving only the areas that need
attention.
Is This Right for My Child?
REKENANALYSES&ZO is suitable for all
primary school children in Groups 3-8 who
seek to improve their mathematics skills.

What Can I Expect?
REKENANALYSES&ZO consists of up to 8
sessions. In each session, the child will
take one math assessment which focuses
on specific math skills.
After the
assessment, the tutor reviews the results.
Then tutor teaches the student the areas
that need improvement and provides
practice problems to reinforce the lesson.
What is the Result?
REKENANALSYE&ZO is a math assessment
which provides an overview of your child’s
math level and skills. This assessment will
provide a clear and detailed picture of your
child’s strengths and weaknesses in each
area and level of math. This information
can then be used to create a tutoring
program specifically aimed at the areas of
improvement identified in the assessment.
What are the Costs?
REKENANALYSE&ZO costs €225, which
includes the administration of the math
assessment, a detailed report regarding
your child’s level in each of the various
math components, and an explanation of
the results. This does not include the costs
of the math tutoring, which are charged
separately. VAT not charged.
What Can I Do after the Assessment?
You may help your child at home or engage
with one of the tutors at LEREN&ZO for
math assistance. You may also share this
information with school.
A transfer
meeting with the school can be arranged
for €55 per hour. Follow-up assessments
are also available upon request.
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